Organic Torah Programming for Institutions and Communities

Bringing Jewish texts alive with today's holistic and systems thinking.
Making sense of today's systems level issues through deep connection to Jewish texts.

TEXT STUDY
When Rabbi Margalit uses systems thinking to help people shift from a reductionist lens and into a more holistic one, the text comes alive. Rabbi Margalit helps draw connections across the text in sessions for participants of any level.

CUSTOM WORKSHOP or RITUAL
From Tu B'Shevat seders to nature walks and moving meditations, Rabbi Margalit can collaboratively design a hands-on ritual or workshop to engage folks with diverse interests and experience levels.

"It was amazing to have Natan come to Colby! There was a lot of meaningful conversation during the event as well as amongst students following ... this opened a door to a new lens."
— Bronya Lichtman, Co-President Colby College Hillel, 2018

SHABBATON
Bring Rabbi Margalit to facilitate all or part of a retreat or Shabbaton. Integrate texts, drashes, hands-on workshops, and your physical setting to create an immersive experience.

SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE
For a day, weekend, week, or longer, Rabbi Margalit will provide a series of learning experiences in your space. Develop confidence and skills in opening up our textual heritage.

More at http://organictorah.org/scholar-in-residence/